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The latest of the International Consumer Electronics Show witnessed the caliber that Lenovo hold. It
is rumored to have bagged 22 awards and honors highlighting innovation, design and versatility in
the PC industry. Most notably, the Lenovo IdeaPad Yoga blending ultrabook and tablet features,
won 11 awards from prominent industry publications including PCMag.com, Popular Mechanics,
LAPTOP and Tomâ€™s Guide all highlighting its groundbreaking hybrid functionality, distinctive design
and innovative engineering.  The Lenovo IdeaCentre A720 All-In-One won PCWorldâ€™s Best Desktop
award for its advanced ergonomics and stylish design. The achievement not only boasts of its
innovative trend but underscores the sensitivity of the brand to understand peopleâ€™s sense and
expectation.

Like other mechanical products Lenovo machines are prone to software and hardware issues. With
a motive to deliver on-demand support the brand has its own portfolio i.e. Lenovo Support. The
portal offers a range of solutions under categories including computer setup and installation,
software update and upgrade, Internet and networking, PC and laptop repair, viruses and spyware
removal and more. The service can be procured through the secure Internet connection or over the
phone line, so that you get it right where you are. Days are gone when you used to ferry on your
machine at repair shop or wait with bated breath for a technician to take care of it. Now, just dial on
the Lenovo Support number and technician will be next to your door.

Virtual technician work on your Lenovo system in the same manner as a technician sitting in front
does. He can install, activate, update, upgrade and repair software products and can setup,
configure and network your peripherals successfully. Moreover, you can take a test ride before
processing the charges or fees for the service. Being an OEM the product leverages doors to
Microsoft Support, IBM support, and more so you donâ€™t have to get panicked with issues that have
surfaced due to other application software, and attached peripherals.

The Lenovo Help portal holds a good stuff of knowledgebase articles, user manuals, drivers &
software download section, video tutorials, and more to guide you with the Lenovo troubleshooting
service. Collect information to fix frequent issues such as Windows lock-ups, and hangs, Blue
Screen of Death (BSOD), slow performance, and more. If your Windows has been affected badly
then go with the Rescue and Recovery program matching the system software version. You can
download and install the Sysprepbackup accessory package as a safe abode for your valuable data,
e-mails and files. Some providers do provide Auto-Detect tool that can diagnose and scan the
resources to detect the cause behind Lenovo product issues.

Discover more with Windows Recovery Utility that is shipped in the Control Panel. lenovo customer
support offers a range of repair options including Startup repair, System Repair, System Recovery
Image, Windows Memory Diagnostic Tools, Command Prompts and Reinstall Windows that are
effective and easy-to-implement. Besides, Windows Update, installation and update of compatible
security product, appropriate browser and e-mail settings, etc., can be a boon for the system, and
can protect it against a bunch of potential issues.
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Dawa - About Author:
The author is a technician at Techvedic  technologies, a firm that delivers end to end a  lenovo
support number  to clients. Online computer repair,a  lenovo help ,computer technical support, a 
lenovo customer support  are few services offered at this one platform along with many others.
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